LEE RITENOUR GUITAR SECRETS

PART 1 GUITAR SELECTION
- AMPLIFIERS
- RACK EFFECTS
- WARMING UP
- PLAYING "TAPPING THE SOURCE"

PART 2 KNOWING THE NOTES ON FINGERBOARD
- SIGHT READING
- THREE NOTES ON ONE STRING
- SOLOING
- RHYTHM GUITAR
- PLAYING "PEDESTRIAN"
- RECORDING DEMONSTRATION
- "MANDELA": SESSION DEMONSTRATION
- HOW TO BE A STUDIO MUSICIAN
- PLAYING "SUNSET DRIVERS" AND "SUNDOWN"

MUSICIANS:
- BARNABY FINCH (KEY)
- CARLOS VEGA (DS)
- JIMMY JOHNSON (B)
- JOHN MASSARD (VO)
- SPECIAL GUEST: ERNIE WATTS (SAX)

PART1 AVM60001 (35min)
PART2 AVM60002 (45min)
PART3 AVM60003 (35min)
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